
Editorials

cells using a microscope- both simple sideroom tests. Bacterial
vaginosis diagnosed on the basis of clinical examination and
these simple sideroom tests should then be treated with
metronidazole. Temporary eradication of G. vaginalis is to be
expected but previous studies'0"' have shown a high recurrence
rate.
The difficulties and uncertainties encountered in the investiga-

tion and treatment of bacterial vaginosis are similar to those
which occur when considering the role of chlamydia in cervicitis
and pelvic inflammatory disease. Technical developments in the
bacteriological investigation of women are at present raising
more questions than answers. It is to be hoped that the rapid
increase in knowledge about the bacteriology of the female
genital tract will soon lead to a better understanding of what
is normal or abnormal.

E.G. BUCKLEY
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Living without health a challenge to patient
and doctor
CANDIDATES for elective surgery show a spectrum of

behaviour. Some are motivated by a desire to be rid of
discomfort or disability while there are others who do not wish
to neglect themselves and imperil their families' economic and
emotional security. These patients generally perceive health as
a wholesome product delivered by the medical industry. At the
centre of the spectrum there are patients with a temporary need
to be ill or, in the terminology coined by Holmes,' to have an
optional illness. At the other extreme there are those who refuse
to have an operation, eschewing the risks involved and electing
to live without health.
The concept of living without health was formulated by Barn-

hurst,2 an articulate sufferer from a rare and unnamed but
devastating disorder for which he sought aid at a number of
prestigious institutions in the USA. His experience with the
medical establishment over several years forced him to the con-
clusion that he would have to learn to deal with his illness 'at
a prudent distance from medicine, even if it meant suffering more
or dying sooner'. His decision seems to have been prompted more
by the doctors' lack of understanding of his predicament than
by their failure to find a cure. A kindred idea is that of social
iatrogenesis3 where the individual's capacity to experience suf-
fering is inadvertently or deliberately taken away.

Barnhurst2 takes issue with the simplistic view, widely held
in the USA, that good health can be assured by education, per-
sonal responsibility and progress, a way of looking at things that
does not account for the slim and athletic non-smoker struck
down by a heart attack. Barnhurst, a practising Mormon, does
not believe that faith of any kind nurtures health but rather life,
of which both disease and death are a part. Life goes on without
regard to quality, and we do not have the right to health or the
right to die.
The idea that pain may heighten one's sense of being alive

and even one's creativity deserves consideration. Several theories
of aesthetics subscribe to the connection between art and suf-

fering and Thomas Mann has depicted a composer who
deliberately contracts syphilis because he senses that his well-
springs of inspiration are drying Up.4 Lipowski5 speaks of gain
as a subjective component of disease, noting that the behaviour
of some patients suggests that they are relieved to be ill rather
than distressed.
These reflections are intended to temper the feeling of rejec-

tion a doctor may experience when he offers a patient a precise
diagnosis and a reasonable chance of improvement and these
are refused. An informed choice to live without health is com-
patible with a responsible attitude towards one's own well-being
and the well-being of those one loves. In fact, Drossman's
paraphrase, 'Don't just do something, stand there!'6 can be
most aptly applied to these very circumstances.

Finally, it is important to realize that a doctor's opinion of
living without health may vary enormously depending on the
circumstances. Thus, the patient may be seen by the doctor as
acting irresponsibly. On the other hand, if an elderly man who
is regarded as a poor operative risk attends frequently because
of pain in his knees he is likely to be told that there is as yet
no cure for degenerative joint disease and that he will have to
cope with conservative measures. This amounts to asking him
to live without health and should be recognized as such.
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